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….In This Issue:
Did
h

you miss Astro Day? Phil Newman didn’t! Here are some of his slides.
ps://db. /U8GFuAgM (more pic next issue).

Dark

Ma er And The Demise Of The Dinosaurs. Randy Boswell does it again
with another fascina ng ar cle.

Usual

charts, calendars. And obs report

Don’t

forget the 2016 BAA elec ons are almost here. You will be deciding on
who will serve on the board and guide the associa on into the next few
years. There will be more informa on in upcoming mee ngs and posts, so
stay tuned.
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BAA Schedule of Astronomy Fun for 2016

Public Nights and Events
Public Nights ‐ First Saturday of the Month
March through October.

2016 Tenta ve Schedule of Events:
May 7 Public Night at BMO
May 9 Mercury Transit visible from Buﬀalo ‐ trip to clear skies anyone??
May 13 BAA mee ng
May 14 Wilson Star Search
June 4 Public Night BMO
June 10 BAA mee ng‐ Elec ons/party
June 11 Wilson Star Search
July 2 Public Night BMO
July 9 Wilson Star Search
July 30 BAA annual star party at BMO
Aug 6 Public Night BMO
Aug 13 Wilson Star Search‐ think meteors!
Sep 2/3/4 Black Forest (Rain Fest) Star Party Cherry Springs Pa.
Sep 3 Public Night BMO
Sep 9 BAA Mee ng
Sept 10 Wilson Star Search
Oct 1 Public Night BMO
Oct 8 Wilson Star Search
Oct 14 BAA mee ng
Nov 11 BAA mee ng
Dec 9 BAA Holiday party
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Observatory Report
The refrigerator is full again (thanks to Dennis B), so I will con nue to hold "Tues at the Observatory"
The Snow season is over, and the rainy season has started (never stopped), I will be holding Tues night on
the clearest night Mon/Tue/or Wed. If all 3 nights are cloudy, we will hold it on Tues night in the rain. We
s ll have plenty of things to do at the Obs. There are op cs to clean, telescopes to refurbish, images to pro‐
cess, dark frames to take, and image processing lessons to learn!
So far the only complaints I have be ge ng about spamming out my Tues Night at the Obs emails is
that I have le people oﬀ the list! If you would like to be no fied via email about Tues night ac vi es, please
send an email to DMa3141551@msn.com and let me know you want to be included. If you want oﬀ the list,
I can do that too.

Tues night fun stuﬀ we have been doing:
April 13 I had a board mee ng so Mike Plotar led the show and went to the Observatory to hopefully
get some more Jupiter imaging in. He got there at 7, started cooling the 14" scope, and began the wait for
the skies to clear. Was ge ng lonesome by himself, when Taylor C. showed up with his setup to work
on astro imaging with his modded T3i. Unbelievable as it may seem, I showed up shortly a er, bringing
a beau ful clear sky with me (would you believe it cleared up in spite of my showing up??:‐)). Mike and I
then started in earnest to image Jupiter's moon Io transit, while bringing its shadow along. You'll also see
Europa being occulted by Jupiter, and Ganymede comes into view in the last few frames. This animat‐
ed .gif was made with 23 infrared images approximately 6 to 9 minutes apart. Hopefully Mike Humphrey
can get a link to the news le er that will show the animated image, otherwise you will have to come to
May's mee ng to view it. Before packing up that night we also imaged Mars using IR‐Planetary filter for Red,
Green, and Blue filters. Here is the final image: (next page)
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Need Help with Public Night Saturday May 7. I will not be able to make it due to previous engage‐
ment. Mike P would like some help especially if Clear. Gets kind of hard to control the crowds by yourself es‐
pecially if clear. If cloudy we hold public night anyway and I don't want Mike to be lonely :‐0
No ma er what it should be a beau ful ride out to the Observatory as the spring flowers should be on their
way.

Observatory Updates:
Our thanks to Anthony Davoli, ADM accessories installed an ADM dual saddle and rail on the clock
drive German Equatorial mount for the C‐8 loaner scope at the Observatory. If you have a small telescope
and a vixen rail you can use the mount for your scopes and cameras if you want to try out some astrophotog‐
raphy, or don't want to schlep all your stuﬀ. Should work great with H‐alpha solar scopes. The Mount is now
located under the computer table in a black Pelican case. The wooden tripod is in the locked green cabinet
next to the garage door, and the C‐8 op cal tube assembly is located in the black footlocker on top of the fil‐
ing cabinet next to the computers. The combina on is the same as the Observatory door.
New Dona ons for the Observatory:
I would also like to thank Ellen Whyte for dona ng her father's (Ronald Whyte) 11" Celestron Star
Hopper Dobsonian telescope. It only has a telrad finder currently on it, but it will make a great addi on to
public night use and loaner scope use. It needs a major cleaning but looks to be in serviceable condi on. Ellen
also donated a 10" f8 mirror with a cell, and a 7' fiberglass tube. The mirror is just begging for an ATM to turn
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it into a planetary Dob. So if there is anyone reading this that wants to see what they can do with the mirror
(regrinding it to f4 or f5 is always an op on for an ambi ous person). So please let me know if you have any
ideas for it.
Star Par es: What are they? Where are they? When are they? Do I need to know lots about astronomy?
What to bring?

Star par es happen when a group of astronomers get together to do astronomy. They can be at a
park, the Observatory, a person's backyard. Can be just for day me viewing, nigh me viewing, or just to
hang out. They can be barbeques, bring a dish to pass dinners, or just come and view with friends. But mostly
they are where we go to have fun sharing our astro passion and equipment. Where else can you find an
Ethos eyepiece to s ck on you
department store 60mm refrac‐
tor to see how it works. We all
come and bring all the astro gear
we like to use, or want to learn
how to use. No experience
needed! there is always some‐
one there who can help you with
your astro gear or astronomy
ques ons. Having someone
there who can assist you can
save you hours of frustra on,
and make astronomy enjoya‐
ble. We old mers need you
young folks to teach us the
new tricks. You can learn how to
use astronomy programs, and
equipment from someone who
has already mastered it, or we
can all learn how to do new
things together. These events
can be rain or shine, or if clear
only. No ma er what we al‐
ways have major amounts of
FUN. Those of you who know me and my rules for Astronomy ‐ Rule #1 have FUN doing astronomy, Rule #2
see rule #1. We have some serious fun at the Beaver Meadow Observatory. Dennis Bartkowiak has oﬀered to
have an occasional impromptu barbeque /Star Party at the Obs. Mike Anzalone will send out one of his club
wide email when they happen, so stay tuned.

Club Star Party ‐ Saturday July 30, RAIN OR SHINE at the Beaver Meadow Observatory star ng
around 5pm. Dennis Bartkowiak is hos ng, this is a bring a dish to pass, and bring a telescope/astrogear if
you have any, if not there is plenty of stuﬀ at the Observatory. The club will supply the hotdogs and ham‐
burgers. We have a gas grill at the Observatory that we can cook with, also a microwave, and a refrigerator
to keep things cold.
Mars is at close approach in May and Saturn is close behind. Come out to the Observatory and join us
in watching the planets

Want to see another view of Jupiter? Click Here (Thanks Dan!)
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College of Fellows Report
The College of Fellows inducted Mike Israel as a new member at the April 16th BAA dinner mee ng
held at Riso o Ristorante. In addi on to Mike having been a BAA member for ten years and serving as
Treasurer for two full terms, he is also an accomplished astrophotographer whose work has frequently
been shown at club events. Welcome Mike!
Our speaker was Kimberly Car er, a Ph.D. candidate at Penn State University where she specializes
on the new field of exoplanets, planets orbi ng stars other than ours. Her well illustrated talk emphasized
the recent studies of the profiles and cons tuents of the atmospheres of these
planets in the limited instances where this is possible.
Rowland A. Rupp

For sale:
Canon T3.
I

bought a T3i have new camera and this one is just
gathering dust. Its in great shape and looking for a
new owner. Has a 18‐55 lens, ba ery, and charger.
$175.00 contact jetpac@iname.com.
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Dark Ma er And The Demise Of The Dinosaurs.
A New Theory.
By
Randy Boswell

Around 66 million years ago

an object believed to be an meteorite

ten kilometers across slammed into

the Earth wiping out the Dinosaurs

along with two‐thirds of the Earth’s

other species. This was the most

“recent” of the five major mass ex‐

nc ons that scien sts believe oc‐

curred in the Earth’s history.
The principal support for this idea comes from the eroded presence of a 180 kilometer‐wide crater
near the town of Chicxulub, Mexico on the Yucatan Peninsula. Known as the Chicxulub crater it contains
more than the expected amount of iridium ‐ an element compara vely rare on Earth and characteris c of
meteorites. [1] The impact is said to have released as much energy as 100 trillion tons of TNT , resul ng in the
throwing up of a colossal amount of dust, which blocked out the Sun’s light over much of the Earth and
causing massive climate change that was detrimental to much of the Earth’s species. [1][2]
This event is known oﬃcially as the Cretaceous‐Paleogene ex nc on or K‐Pg ex nc on for short ‐ the
K deriving from the German word kreide, meaning chalk and the word “cretaceous” comes from the La n
root word creta, which also means chalk. The placement of these words refers to the me period of the ex‐
nc on, which occurred at the dividing point between these two geological periods. This event was previ‐
ously referred to as the K‐T ex nc on with the T standing for the Ter ary Period that was later renamed the
Paleogene Period. Radiometric readings of the core samples from the impact crater gave an age of approxi‐
mately 66 million years ago. [3] This coincided with the me period of the Dinosaur’s ex nc on derived from
the fossil record.
A like scenario to the K‐Pg ex nc on was envisioned centuries ago. The eighteenth century French
scien st and philosopher Pierre‐Louis de Maupertuis speculated that a comet striking the Earth could cause
widespread ex nc ons. Also, the famous eighteenth century French Mathema cian and Astronomer Pierre‐
Simon de LaPlace ‐ whose ideas about the forma on of the Solar System are s ll valid today ‐ suggested that
meteoroids could cause ex nc ons.
More recently, a new twist to the K‐Pg ex nc on was oﬀered by Harvard theore cal physicist Lisa
Randall. In a 2014 published study in the journal Physical Review LeƩers, co‐authored with physicist
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Ma hew Reese, it was suggested that dark ma er might have been responsible for the Dinosaur’s ex nc‐
on. The study showed how the gravita onal pull from a thin disk of dense dark ma er in the galac c plane
could perturb the orbits of comets as our Solar System passed through, periodically peppering the Earth with
giant impacts. [4] Specifically, the idea is that as the Solar System revolves around our galaxy approximately
once every 240 million years it follows an up and down zig zag path due to the gravita onal pull from stars
and clusters of stars, and accordingly intersects the galac c plane, where it encounters dark ma er, thereby
disturbing the orbits of comets. [3][5] It turns out that the me period between the zig zag mo ons is about 30
million years. This is significant to Randall’s theory because it has been found that this approximately corre‐
sponds to the me intervals between the five mass ex nc ons . In the early 1980s, University of Chicago
paleontologists David Raup and Jack Sepkoski found evidence for a 26‐million‐year pa ern of mass ex nc‐
ons. [4] Subsequently, other researchers have found a mass‐ex nc on periodicity of roughly 30 million years
extending back half a billion years. [4]
Randall’s theory rests on the proper es of dark ma er, the invisible en ty which interacts with gravi‐
ty and which is es mated to comprise 85 percent of all ma er in the universe ‐ the other 25 percent said to
be ordinary or baryonic ma er. Currently, dark ma er is thought to be spread in a sphere or halo around the
galac c center and extending well above and below the concentra on of stars and other ma er and not con‐
centrated in the galac c disk as in Randall’s concept. [6] However, recent observa ons of Andromeda’s small‐
er satellite galaxies oﬀer tenta ve evidence for the existence of dark‐ma er disks. Also, various theories pos‐
it the existence of dark ma er in the disks of spiral galaxies such as ours. According to Randall, in order for a
dark‐ma er disk in our galaxy to disturb the orbits of comets in the Oort cloud surrounding our Solar System
it would have to be around one‐tenth the thickness of the Milky Way’s observable disk of stars and have a
minimum density of one solar mass per square light‐year.
Researchers say that within a decade Randall’s theory could be validated or disproved. The key player
in this is the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Gaia spacecra . Launched in 2013, Gaia’s mission is to map the
mo ons of a billion stars in the Milky Way and also to determine the dimensions of dark ma er as well as
the frequency that our Solar System oscillates through a dark ma er disk should one exist.
Gaia’s findings, moreover, stand to strengthen or disprove the correla on between the periodici es
of mass ex nc ons and the Solar System’s intersec ng a dark‐ma er disk, resul ng in comets being flung to
Earth. All in all, Randall’s theory is intriguing. End.
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The Astronomical Events for May/June 2016
Universe Today (Complete list in January/February Issue)

May
05- The Eta Aquariid meteors peak at ~20:00 UT/4:00 PM EDT with an estimated ZHR of 40 favoring SE
Asia.
07- Double shadow transit (Io-Callisto) occurs from 4:38-5:44 UT.
08- The 6% illuminated Moon occults Aldebaran at 8:43 UT/4:43 AM EDT for NE Asia.
09- A transit of Mercury across the face of the Sun occurs, 7 hours and 23 minutes in central duration centered on ~14:57 UT for viewers around the Atlantic Ocean region. The only transit of the planet Mercury
for this decade.
21- A Blue Moon occurs, in the sense of the 3rd in an astronomical season with four Full Moons.
22- Mars reaches opposition at 11:00 UT/7:00 AM EDT.

June
03- The 4% illuminated Moon occults Mercury ~9:47 UT for the Falkland Islands.
03- Saturn reaches opposition at 6:00 UT/2:00 AM EDT.
05- Mercury reaches 24.2 degrees western elongation at 10:00 UT/5:00 AM EDT.
20- The June northward solstice occurs at 22:34 UT. The International Space Station generally reaches a
period of full illumination favoring the northern hemisphere around this time.
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Eyes on the Earth
Monitor our planet's vital signs, such as sea level height, atmospheric carbon dioxide concentra on and Antarc c ozone. Trace the
movement of water around the globe using the gravity map from NASA's GRACE satellites. Spot volcanic erup ons and forest fires
using the carbon monoxide vital sign. Check out the ho est and coldest loca ons on Earth with the global surface temperature
map.
“Eyes on the Earth” displays the loca on of all of NASA's opera ng Earth‐observing missions in real me and lets you compare
them in size to a scien st or a school bus. Get a sneak peek at upcoming missions and learn how NASA is planning to study our
Earth in the future.
With the “Latest Events” feature, you can explore geo‐located satellite images of recent Earth events, including algal blooms, su‐
per storms and wildfires.

h ps://eyes.nasa.gov/eyes‐on‐the‐earth.html
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Mars Close Approach

Image and data Courtesy NASA

What is Mars Close Approach?
Close approach is when Mars and Earth come nearest to each other in their orbits around
the sun. Close is a rela ve term. The minimum distance from the Earth to Mars is about
54.6 million kilometers. However, that doesn't happen very o en.

Local Area Star Chart
page

If Earth and Mars had perfectly circular orbits, their minimum distance would always be the
same. However, they have ellip cal (egg‐shaped) paths.
In addi on, gravita onal tugging by planets constantly changes the shape of their orbits a
li le bit. Giant Jupiter especially influences the orbit of Mars.
The orbits of Mars and Earth are also slightly lted with respect to each other.
All of these factors mean that not all close encounters are equal. In 2003, Mars made its
closest approach to Earth in nearly 60,000 years! It won't be that close again un l the year
2287.
When Mars and Earth are close to each other, Mars appears very bright in our sky. It also
makes it easier to see with telescopes or the naked eye. The Red Planet comes close
enough for excep onal viewing only once or twice every 15 or 17 years.
When does Mars Close Approach Occur?
Mars Close Approach happens about every 26 months. It is closely related to Mars Opposi‐
on and Mars Retrograde.
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Location / Time of Meetings: BAA meetings are held on the 2nd Friday of the month from September to
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State Campus. See map below, building 35.
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